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Excelling in a changing environment



Historic changes to UK pension rules

2006

QROPS created 
as part of 

pension ‘A day’
rule changes

2015

Pension 
Freedoms 

introduced & 
death benefit 
rules changed

2020

Contingent 
charging 

banned on 
DB transfers

2012

HMRC reviews 
QROPS rules 

and GSY 
schemes de-

listed

2017

25% Overseas 
Transfer 

Charge (OTC) 
introduced

2010

Minimum 
retirement 

age increased 
from 50 to 55

2019

Novia Global 
launches 

International 
SIPP Scheme

2014

New rules 
announced for 
DB transfers 

and transfer out 
of unfunded 
public sector 

schemes



Historic transfers to QROPS
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2020…a perfect storm!

>Covid pandemic;

>Tightening DD from UK ceding schemes for non-UK adviser & clients;

>Reducing options for access to UK Pension Transfer Specialists;

>Contingent charging ban on DB transfers;

>Potential account closures for expat clients with UK bank accounts;

>Brexit;



Opportunities going into 2021

>The business environment is likely to remain tough into 2021;

>Align with Covid-friendly providers – like Novia Global! ☺

>Historic high DB transfer values;

>FCA passport temporary permissions regime & pensions;

>Review previous transfers for existing clients?



Opportunities?
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Summary

International pension transfers have evolved greatly over the last decade

Especially true since UK pension freedoms in 2015 and OTC in 2017

Time to review previous client transfers?

Product costs & fees reduced over the last decade

Access to technology & digital solutions

Resilient advisers can thrive in 2021 & beyond



Q&A’s…



This presentation is to provide information to help financial intermediaries in their 
decision-making about wealth management service providers. The information should 
not be considered investment advice, a financial promotion, a recommendation or an 
offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. While we use all reasonable efforts to 
ensure that this information (either supplied by us or others) is current, accurate and 
complete at the date of publication, no representations or warranties are made 
(express or implied) as to its reliability, accuracy or completeness. We cannot be 
held liable for any loss arising directly or indirectly from the use of, or any action 
taken in reliance on, information in this presentation. 


